Novelia

®

With Novelia®, 0% preservatives,
100 % eye protection!
Our multidose eyedropper
for preservative-free formulations
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Bottle squeezing

2
Valve opening
Drop delivery

How the system
works

3
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Air compensation
PureFlow® technology
to allow air in
(no contaminated air
can enter the bottle)

Valve reclosing
Tight situation
(no back flow so
no contaminated liquid
can enter the bottle)

Our multidose closing tip system avoids the need for
preservatives in the drug and prevents bacterial contamination
over the duration of treatment.

The Novelia® platform includes a
broad range of configurations to
accommodate all formulations.

Bottle

LPDE
(in white and transparent)
PP (5ml & 11ml) in development
®

Novelia
BFS (Blow-Fill-Seal)
allowing unique bottle shapes

Flow control
PureFlow® 10
very liquid formulations
(viscosity 1-10cP)
®

 PureFlow
200
liquid formulations
(viscosity 10-200cP)

 PureFlow® 1500
viscous formulations
(viscosity 200-1500cP)

+

Drop size

Standard
drop size:
40µl with water
 additional drop sizes
5
(between 28µl and 53µl)

Nemera designed Novelia® Vented Cap to
address the challenges for highly
sticky formulations.
This new variant removes and dries
the remaining liquid on the dropper tip.

Patients
prefer Novelia®
4 user studies have been conducted
between 2009 and 2018 with a total
of 230 people interviewed (120 in
Europe / 110 in the US) including
senior users with chronic eye
disease.
Novelia® was the preferred PFMD
eye dropper.
The preferred features mentioned
by patients are:
Intuitive opening (screw cap)
 lue tip feature to better target
B
the eye
Easy to deliver drops
Easy to hold / handle

Adapted
to “on-the-go” lifestyle with
a tight screw-cap (the cap cannot
come off), no leakage possible

43%

of patients

think that Novelia®
would enhance
compliance over
their current
treatment

Today, Novelia®
is used by patients
across 4 continents for
packaging of medical
devices, over the counter
and prescription products

76%

of patients
interviewed
preferred
Novelia®
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Easy to use, ergonomic

